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EXHAUST HOSE ADAPTERS
CrushprooF® Tubing

F700
7” round with snaps to make it 
smaller. Fits 3” and 4” hose. This 
is a must-have item for every ga-
rage.

F675
3” x 11” oval adapter for extra wide 
setups. Will work with pipes 2.5” 
x 10.5” or smaller. Fits 3” and 4” 
hose.

F475
Oval adapter for wide or twin 
pipes. Roughly 3” x 6” wide. Will 
work for pipes 2.5” x 5.5” or small-
er. Fits 3” and 4” hose.

F575
Oval adapter for wide or twin 
pipes. Roughly 3” x 8” wide. Will 
work for pipes 2.5” x 7.5” or small-
er. Fits 3” and 4” hose.

Wire Hose Adapter
Adapt a fabric and wire hose into 
a Crushproof© one! Tapered end 
clamps to your hose so you can 
use our adapters and fittings.

F1550
Our largest oval adapter is 3” x 
15.5” wide. Works with pipes 2.5” x 
15” or smaller. Fits 3” and 4” hose.

F450 / F400 / F350 / F300 / F250
Round adapters work with straight pipes that are at least 1/2” smaller 
in diameter than the adapter opening Part numbers designate true ID, 
so F450 is 4.5” while F300 is 3.0”. Hose fit guide: FLT200: F250. FLT250: 
F250, F300. FLT300: F250, F300, F350. FLT400: F350, F400, F450

RA300 & RA250
5” bell adapter with snaps for an 
adjustable fit on a wide variety 
of pipes. RA300 fits 2” & 3” hose. 
RA250 fits 3.5” and 2.5” hose.

Adapters provide the right size and shape to make sure that your ex-
haust system is capturing all the fumes properly and improves hose life 
by ensuring better heat distribution. All adapters require a loose fit over 
the pipe, and a minimum of 1/2” gap of clearance is required for proper 
performance. A hook and chain is the standard connection method and 
the optional suction cup (shown right) works for flush-mounted setups 
and fits most adapters. Just add “SC” at the end of the adapter number. 
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